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CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
As current standard of care, neurosurgical intervention involving tumor resection is 
performed with the aid of neuronavigation systems. The basis of these neuronavigation systems 
consists of the use of a localizer and a computer system to relate position and orientation of a 
tracked surgical instrument to features of interest in a preoperative tomographic image, enabling 
what is known as image-guided surgery (IGS). IGS systems improve spatial orientation during the 
intraoperative planning phase as well as assist resection. The current commercial IGS systems 
used in neurosurgery make the underlying assumption that the patient’s head and its contents 
behave as a rigid body. However, studies have shown [1-7] that this assumption is invalid owing 
to significant positional error in the brain between the time of imaging and the time of the 
interventional procedure after opening the skull. Often referred to as ‘brain shift’, the nonrigid 
deformation of the brain occurring upon opening the dura owes to a variety of mechanisms 
including hyperosmotic drugs, edema, gravity-induced, and surgical manipulation such as from 
retraction and tissue resection [6, 8-10].  The scale of tissue deformations relative to the degree 
of surgical accuracy required represents a significant degradation in the accuracy of the IGS 
system. Non-rigid deformations of a centimeter are commonly reported in the literature [3, 8].  For 
example,  intraoperative magnetic resonance (MR) analysis of 32 glioma cases by Hastreiter et al 
(2004) indicating up to 24 mm of cortical surface displacement. This measured brain deformation 
is an order of magnitude greater than the estimated navigational error associated with rigid body 
image-guided surgery.  It then follows that accounting and/or managing intraoperative brain shift 
becomes an important aspect to consider when planning for an IGS intervention. 
Strategies for compensation of intraoperative brain shift have fallen into two categories—
active intraoperative imaging [10-12] and preoperative image updates based upon the estimated 
displacements derived from biomechanical models [13-19]. With the latter, several approaches 
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[20-22] have sought to predict the occurrence of deformation in order to correct the preoperative 
images.  Paulsen et al (1999) developed a 3D biomechanical model governed by consolidation 
mechanics. This model was expanded upon to account for gravity-induced shift, hyperosmotic 
drug-induced shift, retraction, and resection [16, 17, 23]. In separate but related work, Dumpuri et 
al (2007, 2009) used the same model in conjunction with an inverse approach to demonstrate 
updates of the preoperative images over the course of surgery. In a pre-post MR imaging study, 
the model was shown to achieve deformation fields that matched the surface and subsurface 
brain shift in human studies to within 70 to 80 percent and within 88.7 percent for phantom 
studies [23, 24]. Given this degree of compensation for intraoperative brain shift, it suggests that 
a biomechanical simulation environment may be sufficiently capable of translating complex 
surgical events into accurate estimates of tissue response.  The potential for using such models 
in a predictive sense for determining the effects of surgical decisions is intriguing. 
With an effective preoperative planning tool based on biomechanical modeling, the 
possibility exists for anticipating and optimizing the surgical approach to mitigate guidance 
degradation. For example, one possible approach scenario is that the neurosurgeon can seek a 
favorable orientation of the patient during the planning stages of surgery such that tumor 
positional changes due to deformation are predicted to be minimal. In general, the planning stage 
of tumor resective therapy requires the neurosurgeon to seek the most advantageous approach 
without compromising eloquent regions of the brain. By predicting the additional effects from 
edema, gravity-induced deformation, retraction, and tumor decompression forces, it may be 
possible to parameterize the planning variables to minimize the deleterious effects of shift.   
However, while understanding each of these mechanisms of shift, it is very difficult to anticipate 
these and their impact to guidance without some sort of model.  We hypothesize that computer 
models combined with surgical parameter optimization can be combined to generate ‘favorable’ 
brain shifts that facilitate visualization, and presentation of the tumor for resection.  As knowing 
the optimal surgical approach is subjective, a local neurosurgeon [RCT] has provided novel 
orientation practices for his cases to address the above mentioned concerns. This work reflects 
the creation of a predictive tool based upon those experiences and awaits the findings of others 
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to confirm those ‘optimal’ surgical approaches.  Nevertheless, the more important goal of this 
paper is that an optimization framework will be presented that can obtain our hypothesized 
‘optimal’ orientation and in so doing, a potential tool has been generated to investigate surgical 
therapy. 
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CHAPTER II 
 
METHODS 
 
2.1 Surgical variables 
Observations of procedures in the operating room (OR) have lead to the classification of 
the participating surgeon’s orientation practices into two categories. One class of tumor resection 
procedure involves producing brain shift in a desired direction to promote tumor exposure. Such 
cases typically occur when the tumor lies near the falx cerebri. The orientation preferred by the 
surgeon for these mid-line tumor cases involves positioning the patient in a lateral decubitus pose 
on the side ipsilateral to the tumor. In previous work by Ha et al (2007), greater tumor 
accessibility and reduced likelihood of the need for retraction was demonstrated for this position 
using tumor surface stress criteria. The present work concentrates on the second class of tumor 
resection which involves the surgeon’s orientation to minimize the effects of unfavorable brain 
shift as previously mentioned. Analysis of the criteria used by the surgeon to establish orientation 
has suggested a number of shift metrics that form a basis for performing model-based 
optimization. Combination of the metrics into an objective function results in minimization of the 
brain shift that degrades the accuracy of the IGS system for locating the tumor and frequently 
requires retractor usage. The following work examines six clinical cases in the context of shift 
minimization to demonstrate a possible solution to the task of predicting optimal patient position 
for surgery. 
 
2.2 Intraoperative data with laser range scanning 
 The laser range scan (LRS) data for six clinical cases was used to classify cortical 
surface area within the craniotomy and establish displacements of selected points for purposes of 
model comparison. Texture-mapped LRS point clouds taken pre and post resection of the 
operative field and transformed to the same physical space were fit with radial basis function 
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(RBF) surfaces.  For each case, these RBF surfaces were segmented to produce cortical 
surfaces defined as craniotomy with the same projected area and shape. As can be seen in 
Figure 5 in section 3, homologous points at vessel intersections identifiable in both the pre and 
post resection RBF surfaces were selected. The points served as control points in a thin-plate 
spline (TSP) transformation of the pre surface to the post surface. Care was taken in the point 
selection to align cortical features along the perimeter of the pre surface to corresponding 
locations on the post. After transformation, the surfaces were combined to produce a color-
mapped overlay. Segmentation of the overlay allowed measurement of the area entering and 
leaving the craniotomy based upon clinical data, establishing both area quantities and 
distributions against which to evaluate model results. The change in coordinates from pre to post 
of the homologous points defined known intraoperative displacements to match with a model for 
purposes of shift recovery. 
 
2.3 Computational model 
Building upon previous work [23, 24], a 3D finite element computational model was used 
to predict deformations as a result from varying patient orientations in neurosurgery. This model 
is capable of simulating the effects of hyperosmotic drugs, gravity-induced deformation, 
retraction, resection, and swelling from edema [16, 17, 24]. Previous studies have validated its 
usage for model-updated image guided surgery in phantom, animal, and human studies and has 
been shown to be approximately 70-80% accurate [6, 15, 16, 23-25].  The model treats soft 
tissues as a poroelastic medium1 in accord with Biot’s consolidation equations. In this medium, 
fluid flow through a porous matrix follows Darcy’s law and the mechanical behavior of the solid 
matrix is described as a linearly elastic material. Tissue deformations in this model can be caused 
by surface forces, tissue buoyancy forces, interstitial fluid pressure gradients, and applied 
displacements. As can be seen in Equation 1, changes in volumetric strain rate depend upon 
interstitial pressure and hydration. 
                                                            
1 A medium consisting of a solid matrix containing interconnected, communicating pores filled with 
a fluid phase 
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૚
܁
૒ܘ
૒ܜ ൅ ܓ܋ሺܘ െ ܘ܋ሻ ൌ સ ∙ ܓસܘ       (2) 
In Equation 1 and 2, ݑሬԦ is the displacement vector, G the shear modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, α the 
ratio of fluid volume extracted to the volume change of the tissue under compression, p the 
interstitial pressure, ρt the tissue density, ρf the fluid density, g the gravitational unit vector, t the 
time, 1/S the amount of fluid which can be forced into the tissue under constant volume, kc the 
capillary permeability, pc the intracapillary pressure, and k the hydraulic conductivity.  The right 
hand side of Equation 1 describes the generation of body forces on the brain from its weight 
which is only active when the surrounding cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is drained.  Normally the 
brain is neutrally buoyant but the intraoperative drainage of CSF reduces the buoyancy forces 
such that the brain begins to sag under its own weight.  In addition to gravity, another comparable 
[23] shift mechanism is the action of hyperosmotic drugs such as mannitol. Mannitol functions to 
reverse the blood-brain osmotic barrier which reduces the volume of the brain owing to loss of 
water from extracellular spaces. The third term in the left hand side of Equation 2 serves to model 
the effects of mannitol through varying the pc value. Lowering the capillary pressure pulls 
interstitial fluid from the extracellular spaces causing a reduction in brain volume. 
   
2.4 Material properties 
The material properties used in running the model for a given clinical case are listed in 
Table 1. These values conform to those used by Dumpuri et al (2007) with the exception that the 
kc values used for gray and white matter were made equal and then varied according to a derived 
curve given in section 2.7. 
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Table 1: Model material properties 
Symbol Value Units 
E, white and gray 2100 N/m2 
ν 0.45 unitless 
ρt 1000 kg/m3 
ρf 1000 kg/m3 
G 9.81 m/s2 
α 1 unitless 
1/S 0 unitless 
kwhite 1x10-10 m3s/kg 
kgray 5x10-12 m3s/kg 
kc,white and gray variable Pa/s 
pc, mannitol -3633 Pa 
 
2.5 Model generation and boundary condition assignment 
Observation of the patient orientation in the planning phase in the OR indicates the 
establishment of an ‘approach’ vector to the tumor to be approached using IGS. This ‘approach’ 
avoids passing through neurological structures of consequence and typically consists of the 
shortest path through healthy tissue. In this selection process, the surgeon notes a point on the 
scalp under which the tumor directly lies with a guidance probe. Upon exposure of the skull this 
point is again marked, indicating it is a significant landmark, and usually lies near the center of the 
chosen craniotomy. For modeling purposes, the ‘approach’ is defined as the vector from this 
marked point to the center of the tumor. The vector is used in the model for resection of the brain 
mesh, determination of quantitative measures for brain shift, and as the line of sight (LOS) from 
which to view the craniotomy. For the clinical cases analyzed retrospectively, the vector was 
approximated as the normal to the craniotomy as determined by the average of the normals for all 
mesh surface nodes within the perimeter of the craniotomy. 
  For each clinical case a patient specific brain model was generated. A gadolinium-
enhanced tomographic image volume was manually segmented to produce brain and tumor 
surfaces. From these surfaces a tetrahedral mesh was generated consisting of approximately 
120,000 elements. The mesh was locally refined on the brain surface surrounding the craniotomy 
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region and on the tumor surface. The material type of the elements was specified as gray or white 
matter on the basis of gray scale thresholds applied to the image volume via an image-to-grid 
classification method [14, 18]. A planar falx cerebri membrane approximating the shape and 
location of the patient’s was created within the mesh domain [26].  The boundary conditions 
prescribed for this surface inhibited penetration through the falx but allowed the tissue to slide 
along it.   To create a resection cavity, a list of elements to remove from the mesh was 
established and the boundary surface of the brain modified to include the resection cavity 
surface.  The process of resection has been previously described [17] and involves the 
decoupling of equations from the model that correspond with deleted elements.  Once resected, 
the resection path and tumor surfaces were assigned stress-free boundary conditions and 
atmospheric pressure conditions. The resection path was estimated as a cylindrically shaped hole 
and is described in section 2.5.  The need for a resection path was established from observations 
of the frequent occurrence of tissue relaxation into the resection cavity during surgery.  
 The head orientation was varied and solutions were generated to produce an atlas of 
deformation. For every orientation, an automatic boundary condition generator derived from the 
work of Dumpuri et al (2007) classified every node within the boundary condition set. Nodes were 
specified as being unable to move (fixed), allowed to slide along the cranial wall but not allowed 
to move normal to it (slip), or free to deform in any direction (stress-free). Pressure conditions 
were assigned to the nodes depending on whether they lay above (atmospheric) or below (no 
flux) the fluid-line of the CSF level. An example boundary condition set is shown in Figure 1.The 
generator by Dumpuri et al (2007) was modified to reflect modest differences in stress-free 
regions and gravity-induced deformation levels.  The modifications had the effect of maintaining 
similar levels of sag-induced deformation across orientations. Lastly, a geometric filter for the 
atlas was established to prevent usage of orientations without a physical basis with respect to the 
performance of surgery. 
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Figure 1:  Example boundary conditions of an orientation within an atlas set where (left) green 
crosses are stress-free(free to deform in x-, y-, and z-), black stars are slip nodes (no movement 
in the normal direction), and blue circles are fixed nodes. (right) The CSF drainage level for the 
example set is shown where red stars indicate submersion of the mesh element and blue crosses 
indicate atmospheric pressure. 
 
2.6 Brain shift metrics 
The participating neurosurgeon’s [RCT] patient presentation practice of experientially 
choosing a head orientation that seeks to reduce the impact of brain shift was analyzed.  More 
specifically, [RCT] chooses alignments that use the falx membrane to provide support and reduce 
the anterior-posterior shift induced by gravity.  This shift minimization strategy suggested the 
establishment of displacement-based metrics. Two such metrics were found useful. First, 
minimization of the lateral shift of the tumor center as viewed along the line of sight established 
by the ‘approach’ vector was desirable. Second, minimization of the change to the field of view in 
the craniotomy proved relevant. The tumor center was defined as the volumetric centroid of the 
elements classified as tumor. The lateral shift according to the closest node to the tumor center 
was the component of the displacement vector perpendicular to the ‘approach’ vector. 
Quantification of the change in the field of view was achieved by classification of the brain surface 
area within the craniotomy.  The polygon defined by the craniotomy perimeter in conjunction with 
the boundary element centroid coordinates were used in a standard point inside a polygon test 
from computer graphics to create an area map of elements inside and outside the craniotomy 
perimeter. The map of the brain surface before deformation established the original craniotomy 
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area. Again performing the test on the deformed brain surface created a second map. In 
comparing the pre- and post- deformation area maps, boundary elements common to both maps 
were classified as area within the field of view staying the same. Boundary elements visible in the 
pre deformation map but not in the post indicated area leaving the craniotomy. Those elements 
not visible in the pre deformation map but visible in the post were classified as new brain surface 
area entering the field of view. 
In addition to the displacement-based measures, stress and strain derived measures 
were identified as possible metrics by which to determine ideal patient orientation. Based on the 
resection techniques of [RCT], it may be advantageous to minimize the compression of the tumor 
surface by the surrounding healthy brain tissue to assist in separating diseased tissue from 
healthy. A more tensile presentation in the tissue at these interfaces would likely result in the 
healthy tissue falling away and exposing/separating the tumor. The idea of examining tumor 
surface stress as a valid measure for determining patient orientation was successfully 
demonstrated for mid-line tumor resection therapies [27]. In view of this demonstration, the 
average stress applied on the tumor surface was included as a measure for determining ideal 
patient head orientation.  For the strain-based measure, the average elemental dilatation over the 
entire tumor volume was chosen as the metric. 
 
2.7 Derivation of rules for running a case 
In order to provide a pre-operative planning tool that could propose an optimal surgical 
presentation for intervention, it is important to achieve a generalized setup for the model.  To 
accomplish this, a set of general rules for setting up the model was determined and validated 
against intraoperative data.  More specifically, presentations selected by [RCT] as optimal were 
analyzed for their cortical brain shift.  Using that data with the known patient orientation variables, 
rules were generated to match measured deformation data as best as possible.  
With respect to the generation of these rules, the data demonstrated a relaxation of 
healthy tissue into the resection hole. Examination of the model displacements provided by our 
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simulation work indicated a need for a resection pathway to the tumor (the cylindrical portion 
alluded to previously) to allow the tissue to relax.  In addition, it was also found that debulking 
forces associated with the walls of the tumor cavity itself were also necessary to best match 
observations which is consistent with previous studies using iMR [28]. The tumor cavity surface 
stress distribution was set according to a curve derived from a Gaussian distribution. A 
normalized, one-sided Gaussian distribution with variance ߪଶ ൌ 0.05, mean µ = 0, over the range 
ݔ߳ሾ0,1ሿ was created whereby x represents the normalized distance along the ‘approach’ vector 
spanning the diameter of the tumor. Figure 2 illustrates a tumor surface with the distribution of 
debulking stresses applied according to this distribution.  
Figure 2: Example of (left) a tumor surface with the debulking surface stress distribution 
designated according to (right) a normalized one-sided Gaussian distribution. 
 
  The axis of the resection path (cylindrical-like plug) was defined as the ‘approach’ vector 
used by the surgeon. In the course of manual optimization, the most workable relationship 
between radius of the path ̂ݎ and the average radius ̅ݎ of the tumor was found to be ̂ݎ ൌ 0.7̅ݎ. This 
radius was an effective lower bound on the size of the resection hole necessary to prevent 
collapse and interpenetration of the mesh elements after applying debulking stresses on the 
tumor cavity. The post-deformation hole diameters in the meshes were comparable to those 
observed in the measurements obtained from LRS scans of brain surfaces post resection. Based 
on observations, surgical manipulation during the creation of the resection path suggested that 
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tissue boundary conditions should reflect a downward (along the approach) and radially outward 
application of boundary stresses and was employed in this work.  
 In general, the surface forces on the tumor surface and resection path surface were 
varied until the maximum shift recovery was found for the first individual case.  Once determined, 
expressions relating stresses applied to the tumor and resection path were developed as a 
function of tumor radius, ̅ݎ and are reported in equations (4), (5), and (6) 
܊܉ܛ܍ ܛܜܚ܍ܛܛ ൌ ൅૛. ૝૛૝ܕܕ۶܏܋ܕ ∙ ̅ܚ       (4)  
ܕ܉ܠ ܛܜܚ܍ܛܛ ൌ  ൅ૡ. ૙ૠૢ ܕܕ۶܏܋ܕ ∙ ̅ܚ       (5) 
ܚ܍ܛ܍܋ܜܑܗܖ ܘ܉ܜܐ ܛܜܚ܍ܛܛ ൌ  െ૝. ૡ૝ૠ ܕܕ۶܏܋ܕ ∙ ̅ܚ     (6) 
 The rule expressing the selection of the kc parameter (associated with swelling and 
mannitol) for a case was based on a relationship with the tumor volume. The equations in Figure 
3 are the best fit quadratic polynomials of the kc parameters established via manual optimization 
for six different clinical cases that resulted in the highest observed shift recovery for each case. 
The data for the curves shown in Figure 3  is listed in Table 2. The two separate curves denote 
optimization of the model’s displacements with no debulking tumor surface stresses applied to the 
resection cavity and with the application. 
Figure 3: Derived capillary permeability curves. (left) kc vs. tumor volume with no resection forces 
applied (right) kc vs. tumor volume with resection forces applied 
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Table 2:  The data points for 6 cases used to establish the kc vs. tumor volume curves 
Case Tumor Volume [cm3] Tumor Radius [m] kc, forces kc, no forces 
1 63.6103 0.024756 5.50E-08 3.00E-08 
2 60.2338 0.025640 8.00E-08 3.75E-08 
3 10.7679 0.014384 4.00E-09 7.00E-09 
4 22.9275 0.017897 2.45E-08 2.10E-08 
5 5.2989 0.012820 3.25E-09 8.00E-09 
6 27.6589 0.018485 2.00E-08 1.50E-08 
 
2.8 Objective function and optimization 
An objective function was created for least squared error minimization of the brain shift 
metrics. This function was used to evaluate atlases for each clinical case where the spherical 
angles phi and theta (see Appendix B for further coordinate system details) were varied to 
guarantee finding the minimum value of the function. Minimization of the area leaving the field of 
view in the craniotomy corresponds to a favorable reduction of the changes to the visibility of the 
cortical surface. Reduction of the compression experienced by the tumor implies more favorable 
resection characteristics in that the healthy tissue would fall away from applied tensile forces 
upon the tumor surfaces. Minimization of tumor’s center lateral shift results in the tumor center 
remaining on the ‘approach’ vector directly under the specified point marked by the surgeon. 
These minimizations were combined as 
ܩሺ߮, ߠሻ ൌ ݉݅݊ ቄߣଵ‖ܣ െ ܣ௢‖ଶ ൅ ߣଶ‖ܦ‖ଶ ൅ ߣଷ‖ܵ‖ଶ ൅ ߣସฮߜԦ െ ߜԦ ∙ ݒԦฮଶቅ    (7) 
where A is the area of the craniotomy and Ao is the area that remains visually the same in the 
field of view such that A-Ao is the area leaving the craniotomy, D is the average dilatation of the 
elements marked as tumor, S is the average of the boundary normal stresses on the boundary 
elements of the tumor surface as expressed at the element centroids, ݒԦ is the ‘approach’ vector, 
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and ߜԦ=[δx, δy, δz] are the tumor center x-,y-, and z- displacement components. The expression 
ߜԦ െ ߜԦ ∙ ݒԦ represents the lateral component of the tumor center displacement as viewed along the 
line of sight of the ‘approach’ vector. Owing to the disparity in the units of the brain shift metrics, 
the measures required parameter scaling to prevent one measure from being unduly emphasized 
in the optimization method. Additionally, the measures could be further weighted for relative 
importance. Consequently, the scalars λi in Equation 7 multiply each term in the objective function 
and have a related expression of λi = WiPi where Wi is the weight of the relative importance of the 
measure and Pi is the scaling parameter. The scaling parameter Pi was set as the inverse of the 
variance of the respective measure within the atlas of orientations. The optimization method used 
to find the local minimum in the objective function in Equation 7 was the secant method (SM). The 
derivatives for the Jacobian matrix were constructed using backward finite difference 
approximations. The optimization terminated when the absolute difference between objective 
function evaluations for successive orientations achieved a tolerance of 1e-5.  
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CHAPTER III 
 
RESULTS 
 
Analysis of the clinical cases required construction of patient specific models using the 
image tomograms and the LRS scan data. Figure 4 illustrates a frontal lobe tumor example (case 
1) and a temporal lobe tumor (case 3) example of such models. The orthoviews show the details 
of the extent and shape of the patient specific falx inserted into the model, the location and size of 
the craniotomy used as the field of view, and the size and position of the tumor. The craniotomy 
segmentation encompassed the maximum amount of cortical surface area not obscured by the 
dura membrane for which surface features could be clearly seen in the LRS scan. 
 
Figure 4: Orthoviews of Case 1(top) and Case 3(bottom) as examples showing the patient 
specific model features where brain surface is red, the tumor surface is blue, falx is green, and 
the textured pre LRS surface indicates the craniotomy placement: (left) a coronal view (middle) a 
sagital view (right) a transverse view. 
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In Figure 5 examples of homologous point selection for cases 1 and 6 are shown and the 
fitting of the pre resection LRS surface to the post using those points. The homologous points on 
the pre section and post resection LRS surfaces reflect vessel intersections identifiable on both 
surfaces. The points were chosen to yield a distribution of points around the edges of the 
craniotomy and surrounding the resection hole that promoted the quality of the overlay of the 
surfaces. Using the homologous points as control points for transforming the pre LRS to the post 
LRS surface as seen in Figure 5 yielded good vessel correspondence especially around the 
edges of the deformed pre LRS surface on the post surface. Correspondences not readily visible 
in the separate surfaces emerged in the overlaid surfaces. Examination of the points and overlays 
for these two cases indicated a typical movement of tissue into the resection hole. Consequently, 
addition of forces to the surfaces of the resection cavity in the models was performed according 
to the rules given in Equations 4 to 6 to allow the model to better capture this movement. Models 
with the resection forces applied were noted to achieve a higher shift recovery. 
   
 
Figure 5: Case 1 (top) and Case 6 (bottom) examples of homologous control point selection on 
(left) the pre-resection LRS and (middle) the post-resection LRS surfaces that result after TSP 
image registration using these control points in (right) the overlay of the deformed pre- LRS 
surface (blue) on the post- surface (red). 
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 To test the objective function optimization, an atlas of patient orientations was created for 
each case which included the orientation by [RCT]. As an initial condition, the default patient 
orientation consisted of gravity directed along the anterior-posterior axis with the patient lying 
supine (an presentation that is often adopted by many practicing neurosurgeons). This supine 
orientation also defined the neutral position for rotation angles in a spherical coordinate system: 
߮ ൌ 0° for rotation about the cranial-caudal axis and θ = 0° for tilting the head about the ventral-
dorsal axis (see Appendix B for coordinate system details).  In each atlas, the head was rotated in 
phi and theta over a range chosen to guarantee finding the minimum value of the objective 
function. For each case one atlas was created without the debulking stresses applied to the 
resection cavity surface and one with the application. Post-processing of the displacement 
solutions for each orientation in the atlases produced the metrics for finding optimal orientation 
per metric as seen in the example of case 2 in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Masked orientation atlases for Case 2 with (left column) no resection forces applied and 
(right column) resection forces applied showing from the top in each column: area leaving [m2], 
dilatation, surface stress [Pa], and tumor center lateral displacement magnitude [m]. 
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 The measures in Figure 6 were used to generate objective function weighting parameters 
which are shown in Figure 7. In the first row of Figure 7, the weighting vector was ௜ܹ ൌ 0.5 ∙
ሾ1,0,0,1ሿ, eliminating dilatation and boundary normal stress from the functions. The second row of 
functions used all the measures and a weighting vector of ௜ܹ ൌ 0.25 ∙ ሾ1,1,1,1ሿ. As seen in the 
plots in Figure 6, the minimum values of the dilatation and boundary normal stress measures did 
not occur at orientations minimizing shift as deemed by [RCT]. Incorporating these measures into 
an objective function produced a surface where an optimization procedure’s outcome would be 
highly dependent upon the starting orientation as examination of the surface contours indicates. 
Figure 8 illustrates an example of convergence using the Figure 7 objective function incorporating 
all measures on an atlas with no resection forces applied. The orientation of [-4°,8°], close to the 
default supine orientation, resulted in area entering the field of view of 13.11 cm2, area leaving of 
13.05 cm2, and area remaining the same of 11.18 cm2 for a craniotomy of 24.23 cm2. The tumor 
center lateral shift was 22.69 mm. As can be seen in the figure and from the data, considerable 
anterior-posterior shift occurs. This example of undesirable shift occurring at the optimal 
orientation was typical for all the cases when the stress and strain measured were incorporated 
into the objective function thus lending credence to their elimination.  For this reason objective 
functions using only the displacement-based measures of tumor center lateral shift and change in 
field of view were used for analysis. 
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Figure 7: Masked objective function for case 2. For the 1st column no resection forces were 
applied in the atlas, and the 2nd column shows results with forces. The functions shown in the 1st 
row consisted of the area and tumor center lateral shift measures only, equally weighted. The 2nd 
row shows the results of using all the measures, equally weighted.  
 
 
Figure 8: Illustration of area mapping and tumor center displacement for the minimum of lower left 
objective function in Figure 7 at [-4°, 8°]. 
 
The following series of tables and figures record for visual and quantitative comparison 
the orientations and metrics for the clinical data, the best shift recovery match of a model to that 
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data, and the optimum orientation for the case. Table 3 lists the orientation angles that achieved 
minimum shift within the atlas, the angles produced by the secant method using the surface 
defined by the objective function as applied to the atlas and the best reconstruction of the surgical 
orientation according to shift recovery by the model. These angles are reported both with and 
without the incorporation of forces on the resection cavity surface. Figure 9 displays the area 
classification mapping produced from the LRS data for each case, the best shift recovery 
orientations of the model with and without forces applied to the atlas for matching the quantity 
and distribution of clinical area, and the results of using each atlas to find the optimum orientation 
that minimizes unfavorable brain shift. Table 4 records the quantification of the measures for the 
orientations displayed in Figure 9. 
 
Table 3: Best surgical and model orientations for the six cases. 
Case Tumor Resection Best atlas SM Optimized Best Surgical 
Number Location Forces phi theta phi theta phi theta 
shift
recovery 
% 
1 LF NS 80.0 24.0 75.2 24.0 66.3 -7.0 67.90 
S 92.0 32.0 88.1 31.9 74.2 -16.5 72.13 
2 LF NS 74.0 24.0 68.9 24.0 85.0 20.2 70.59 
S 74.0 32.0 74.2 32.0 103.8 12.3 73.54 
3 LT NS 75.0 -8.0 79.8 -0.1 78.2 -10.9 87.42 
S 80.0 0.0 89.7 0.0 74.8 -22.4 89.11 
4 LT NS 75.0 -24.0 75.0 -23.5 67.3 -39.8 89.83 
S 85.0 -8.0 84.9 -8.0 75.0 -24.4 90.22 
5 RT NS -90.0 -16.0 -90.0 -16.0 -85.5 -16.1 77.72 
S -110.0 -16.0 -107.1 -16.0 -76.2 -14.1 82.86 
6 LTP NS 100.0 24.0 100.1 24.0 106.0 14.1 54.01 
  S 90.0 18.0 90.7 18.3 96.1 -4.8 62.23 
The best orientations for each case with no debulking stresses applied (NS) to the resection 
cavity or applied (S). The tumor locations are LF = left frontal lobe, LT = left temporal lobe, RT = 
right temporal lobe, and LTP = left temporal-parietal. The angles for the best orientations within 
the atlas, the orientation according to SM optimization, and the model orientation with highest 
shift recovery of the clinical orientation are given. 
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Table 4: Quantitative area measures and the magnitude of tumor center lateral displacement. 
CASE Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 
Craniotomy Area (cm2) 42.27 23.77 10.51 10.59 5.77 15.49 
% Change in Area (LRS) 41% 47% 16% 31% 6% 32% 
% Change in Area (NS) 39% 57% 8% 9% 2% 10% 
% Change in Area (S) 38% 62% 10% 17% 12% 36% 
 
   
  
  
  
  
  
Figure 9: Area classification maps wherein yellow denotes area leaving the craniotomy, blue shows area 
entering the craniotomy, and red indicates cortical surface area staying visible. Rows correspond to cases 1-
6. The 1st column consists of the LRS area mapping, 2nd the best match of surgical orientation with no 
resection forces applied, 3rd the best match of surgical orientation with forces applied, 4th the best optimized 
orientation with no resection forces, and the 5th the best optimized orientation with resection forces applied. 
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Figure 10 displays the applied gravity vectors for the optimal model-based orientations 
listed in Table 3. These orientations can be thought of as lying within a cone of orientations which 
the surgeon finds agreeable with his orientation practices.  
 
 
Figure 10: Coronal views with the frontal lobes foremost for cases 1-6 visualizing the degree of 
head tilt predicted by the model-based optimization. The first column shows cases 1-3 and 
column two cases 4-6. Magenta markers indicate craniotomy nodes. 
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Table 5 reports for the six cases the average and standard deviation of the degree of closeness 
of the optimal atlas orientation angles to the reconstructed surgical orientation angles used in the 
operating room for minimizing shift. 
Table 5: Mean and standard deviation of the angular differences in phi and theta between the 
best atlas orientation and the surgical orientation with respect to resection forces for the six 
cases. 
phi theta 
No forces mean 8.22 14.69 
applied std 3.70 9.25 
Forces mean 13.16 24.41 
applied std 9.30 12.09 
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CHAPTER IV 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Based on the mapping of shift compensation while varying patient presentation as shown 
in Figure 6, conceptualizing a framework whereby biomechanical models could suggest 
orientations to the surgeon to influence the impact of shift seems promising.  In the future, one 
could envision situations where the surgeon may desire brain shift to help illuminate an approach 
into the disease focus.  This represents a very different realization of guidance whereby computer 
models can assist in the delivery of therapy by providing added surgical manipulations.  
With respect to general observations in this study, the addition of debulking stresses to 
the surface of the resection cavity is of uncertain benefit, at least with respect to matching the 
surgeon’s capabilities. According to the data in Table 3, the shift recovery with the addition of 
these stresses is higher. However, when examined more closely, the temporal lobe cases had 
high shift recoveries because the homologous points were observed to displace intraoperatively 
more uniformly in direction than in the other cases which the model less easily matched. The 
frontal lobe cases had large movements of tissue into the resection holes. Case 6 was unusual in 
that the tumor lay close to the falx and considerable movement of the surrounding cortical surface 
into the resection hole occurred, more so than in any other case. Because these points are 
sparse and do not represent a comprehensive measure of the fidelity, it is difficult to correlate 
impact on their evaluation with respect to performance of the objective function.  Visual 
examination of the cortical area distributions in Figure 9 and the values of Table 4 would seem to 
indicate that the additional stresses cause more change (i.e. increased cortical surface shift).   
Given the distributed nature of the area with respect to a measure, it would seem a more logical 
metric to value.   However, the collapsing of tissue into a resection cavity may be unavoidable, 
and trying to maintain the original area within the craniotomy may not physically be a complete 
measure.   
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 Comparison of the predicted optimal orientations with the reconstructed surgical 
orientation highlights several features of note. The numbers in Table 5 show better agreement of 
the optimal orientation with the surgical orientation in the rotation angle phi than in the tilt angle 
theta. This suggests that minimization of the anterior-posterior (A-P) shift of the brain on the part 
of the surgeon may be a priority in selecting orientation. According to the tilt seen in Figure 10, 
the surgeon likely chooses to tilt the head to facilitate ease of surgical access and alleviate 
patient safety concerns with jugular veinous return blood flow rather than to minimize shift per se. 
Those figures also suggest an overall trend for all cases that for tumor locations varying from 
frontal lobe to temporal lobe a lateral decubitus position on the side contralateral to the tumor 
hemisphere is desirable from the standpoint of reducing A-P shift. This position uses the support 
of the falx membrane as a natural constraint to prevent displacement across the falx while 
rotating the head sufficiently perpendicular to gravity to minimize the A-P shift. Examination of tilt 
angles for the best atlas orientations in the transverse views of the figures reveals a relationship 
between the center of the craniotomy and the volumetric centroid of the brain given a lateral 
decubitus position. For tumors above the level of the brain centroid (approximately between the 
two hemispheres at the level superior to the ears), the head should be tilted down toward the 
shoulder contralateral to the tumor, and for tumors below that level in general the head should be 
tilted up. These figures suggest a reasonable approximation of the head rotation angle to be to 
align gravity along the vector from the craniotomy center to the brain centroid. 
 Minimal shift of the tumor center appears to occur when the area distribution is located 
concentrically within the craniotomy. The optimal atlas orientations in Figure 9 provide support for 
this idea. The area entering and leaving the field of view of the craniotomy display a notable 
degree of symmetry about the craniotomy perimeter in their distributions and quantity. The 
perimeter of the shape formed by the area entering and the area remaining the same in the field 
of view exhibits an intriguing degree of concentricity with the craniotomy perimeter. This 
concentricity is readily apparent in the figure for the atlases both with and without forces in cases 
1, 2, and 6 and in the atlases without forces applied in cases 4 and 5. Measurement of shift of the 
tumor center in the OR would be challenging, whereas movements of the cortical surface are 
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readily achieved. The coincidence of the occurrence of minimum lateral shift with a concentric 
area distribution suggests a method of ascertaining how close to optimum a surgical orientation 
manages to achieve. The concentricity also has implications for the dilatation and boundary 
normal stress measures which were eliminated from the objective function. With area entering 
with a symmetric distribution and little area leaving for the optimal orientation, the implication is 
that the optimal orientation likely occurs where there is an increased amount of compression of 
the tumor surface by the surrounding healthy tissue. The example measures in Figure 6 and the 
unsuitable objectives functions in Figure 7 lend support to this observation. 
 In addition to the point raised previously as to whether the application of resection forces 
is truly desirable from an orientation prediction standpoint, other directions of investigation are 
indicated. From Figure 9, the data for area entering the craniotomy region suggests that the 
applied resection forces should be reduced to prevent more movement of tissue into the resection 
hole than the clinical data indicates. This would necessitate optimizing the force rules in 
Equations 4, 5, and 6 for area entering rather than the metric of shift recovery. The sensitivity of 
the optimal orientation angles to CSF level variance should also be investigated. Since both the 
CSF level and the kc value affect the magnitude of the displacement of the brain surface, a 
compensation factor for the kc value based upon the CSF level should also be introduced. 
Measurement of the orientation in the OR in future cases to allow better refinement and further 
validation of the predicted orientation is also needed. 
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CHAPTER V 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Currently shift minimization decisions depend mostly on the surgeon’s expertise. The 
evaluative tool described here derives quantitative measures from a biomechanical model that 
accounts for gravitational forces, the effects of mannitol, and surgical manipulation that can be 
used in a predictive sense to find an optimal orientation that minimizes brain shift. If no 
intraoperative image guidance update is available for the preoperative tomograms, having the 
tumor center stay under the point marked on the skull by the surgeon despite the occurrence of 
shift should prove advantageous. The application of debulking stresses to the resection cavity 
represents an attempt to more accurately represent the common occurrence of tissue collapsing 
into the tumor resection cavity. However, despite an improvement in shift recovery by the model 
when matching clinical data, the addition of forces may not be helpful for establishing optimal 
orientation. Nevertheless, it should have impact towards compensation systems that use models 
to correct for deformation in guidance systems.  Qualitative analysis of the perimeter of the shape 
formed by the area entering and the area remaining the same in the field of view was determined 
to exhibit an intriguing degree of concentricity with the craniotomy perimeter. This concentricity 
appears to mark a condition of minimum lateral shift of the tumor center and may serve as a 
hallmark for the attainment of minimized lateral shift. While more cases should be analyzed, the 
cases covered demonstrate that use of a lateral decubitus position on the side contralateral to the 
tumor-containing brain hemisphere is desirable for tumor resections involving shift minimization 
for tumor locations ranging from the frontal lobe to the temporal lobe. The position minimizes the 
A-P shift of the brain for tumor locations ranging from the frontal lobe to the temporal lobe. Unlike 
the supine orientation, this position uses the support of the falx membrane as a natural constraint 
to prevent displacement across the falx while rotating the head sufficiently perpendicular to 
gravity to minimize the A-P shift. The model’s predicted optimal orientation was found to agree 
well with the surgeon’s with regards to head rotation to reduce the A-P shift, but the discrepancy 
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in angles for head tilt were greater. This divergence from the model prediction can be ascribed to 
a choice to facilitate ease of surgical access and to promote patient safety.  
The work presented here addresses the deformation correction problem associated with 
image-guided neurosurgery from the perspective of preoperative planning.  It is intriguing in that 
this work recasts surgical simulation from a trial-and-error process to one where options are 
presented to the surgeon arising from an optimization of surgical goals (in this case minimization 
of brain shift).  To our knowledge, this is the first realization of an evaluative tool for surgical 
planning that attempts to optimize surgical approach by means of shift minimization in this 
manner. This tool successfully demonstrates an interesting clinical potential for aiding surgeons in 
orientating the patient. 
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APPENDIX 
 
Spherical coordinate system 
 
For head orientation purposes a spherical coordinate system was used as seen in Figure 
11. When overlaid on a set of Cartesian axes, the default orientation of the patient lying supine 
corresponds to the gravity vector being aligned along the positive y axis while possessing rotation 
angles in spherical coordinates of [0° 0°] for phi and theta. For purposes of nomenclature, the 
angle phi is considered to indicate the degree of rotation of the head whereas theta is considered 
to specify tilt. A positive rotation in phi of +90° for a left hemisphere tumor therefore results in the 
patient lying in a lateral decubitus position on the side contralateral to the tumor with the gravity 
normal to the plane of the falx. From this position a positive theta tilts the head down, a negative 
theta up. 
Figure 11: Spherical coordinate system overlaid on the corresponding Cartesian system for 
specifying orientation vectors of radius r = 1 with positive rotation angles in phi and negative 
angles in theta (considered tilt) as indicated with the default gravity vector along the +y axis 
having the default phi and theta angles of [0° 0°]. 
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